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Abstract: 
Background: Osteoarthritis is a well known disease of joint, mostly effecting knee and compromised knee functioning leading g to 

decreased Quality of life. This is due to loss articular cartilage and disorder to destruction of joint surfaces .Rate among females 

is higher than males. 

Objective: The study was focused to use the lateral wedge on pain and quality of knee functioning so that biomechanics of joint 

should be changed and evaluated.  

Methodology: This was randomized study continued after ethical approval from Azra Naheed Medical College Ethical Committee 

.The subjects include were in age range of more than 45 ,both male and females ,radiological diagnosed with Osteoarthritis grade 

and II.The sample was 40 subjects with 20 in each group .The experimental group received lateral wedge with routine treatment 

and control group received only routine  Physical therapy treatment .The outcome tool used was KOOS knee survey and VAS for 

pain evaluation. The data was collected at baseline and every second week. Statistical software used was SPSS 25.version.The data 

was analyzed with use of repeated measurement ANOVA and independent t test for pre mid and post value comparison. The 

significance was taken at P <0.O5. 

Results: The study’s results by using KOOS knee survey and pain evaluation scale  that there was much improvement in 

experimental using lateral wedge  group rather than control group having routine physical therapy The p value<0.05 indicating 

forkneesymptoms[P<0.00]knee function[P< 0.00] pain and sports /recreational activities[P<0.00] 

Conclusion: The study concluded that knee function can be improved conservatively with common techniques using routine 

intervention but the lateral wedge can be effective more than use of routine physical therapy managements. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Osteoarthritis the most common degenerative disease 

affecting the women more than that maleswith ratio of 

2;1.All the tissues in the  joint become more active 

than normal, as if your body is trying to repair the 

damage[1]. The bone at the edge of your joint grows 

outwards, forming bony spurs called osteophytes. The 

synovial membrane may swell and produce extra fluid, 

causing the joint to swell – this is called an effusion or 

sometimes water on the knee. The capsule and 

ligaments slowly thicken and contract[2]The risk 

factors will be increase in age, trauma, genetically 

make up, Malalignemt of knee and mainly load 

increasing at the joint leading to change in 

biomechanics of bone i.e. obesity, imbalance in 

physiological process and density of bone. [3]. There 

is evidence available that argue that the obesity is like 

a syndrome which is complex that leads to abnormal 

stimulation of pro-inflammatory &neuro-endocrine 

mechanisms that change the control of food intake, 

Metabolic changes and expression of fat IL-6, TNF, 

IL-8, IL-I are all sealed with white adipose tune is 

activated but IL-10 is decreased [4]. 

Women, in age more than 55 years, have more severe 

OA in the knee as compared to the other joints of body. 

The postmenopausal factors and  gender  differences 

prevalence of  OA in knee joint[5].The incidence 

found to be investigated   knee OA on the basis of 

radiographic evaluation of the bone has been 

investigated in 2282 in elderly people of Japan in  aged 

above than 60 years of age  [817 males  and 1,465 

females ] residing in the cities. Prevalence was  high 

that was decided on the basis of  radiograph results of 

Knee involved in arthritic changes [6] .The incidence 

was more in females than that of the men.[7].Knee 

arthritic symptoms were mostly  was in  the general 

young was less but  mostly found in women of older 

age . In a study  Greece community  ,  knee OA 

symptoms  were observed  6% [95% CI 5.6-6][8].  

 

The incidence percentage was very high in the females 

than that of males and ratio was increased significantly 

with respect to age. Symptoms of   OA in knee were 

not high and common   in urban compared to rural and 

suburban study population. The results Logistic 

regression showed a prominent  association of women  

sex and age above 50 years with all sites of involved 

OA of knee.[9]. Including  obesity and decrease  level 

of education were linked in  knee OA involved 

population [10]. There were Knee symptoms, 

radiographic changes in  knee OA,  knee OA with its 

symptoms , and severe radiographic knee OA were 

added in 3018 participants  of study [33%] in 

population of African and  Americans [38% men]. The 

Diagnosis of  OA and  its severity  disease was 

calculated  based on Kellgren-Lawrence radiographic 

grade above 2, severe radiographic knee OA  classified 

as 3grades  and 4 grades , and symptomatic knee OA 

as knee symptoms in a knee with radiographic OA. 

The symptoms in knee were found in 43% of 

population. 28% of patients having symptoms had 

changes in their radiographs of  knee. A crackling 

noise is produced [called “Crepitus”] when the 

Involved joint is palpated or moved and people may 

feel   spasms in muscles  and contractions in their  

tendons.  The joints may  can also having   fluid in 

them[11]. Some people experience  that  increased in 

pain is due to decrease in  temperature, high humidity, 

or a drop in the  pressure, but researches  have shown 

both results[12]. 

 

The study was focused to use the lateral wedge so that 

biomechanics of joint should be changed and 

evaluated .The study on such strategies leading to 

conservative treatment on knee OA is less focused 

.This stud will help out to improve pain andknee  

function, symptoms among patients with  knee 

osteoarthritis  

 

MATERIAL & METHODS: 

This study was experimental study design with 

randomized trail conducted conducted after approval 

of Ethical Committee Azra Naheed medical College 

Lahore .We enrolled 40 patients using sampling 

technique. The duration of study was 6 months after 

approval of synopsis..RCT design was used There 

were two groups with 20 subjects in each havingknee 

osteoarthritis with medial joint space reduction. Male 

and Female adults with osteoarthritis between 40-60 

years of ageChaudary Muhammad Research and 

teaching Hospital [CMARTH] with Clinically and 

radiological diagnosed cases of  medial compartment 

knee OA  grade I and II We excluded Rheumatoid 

arthritis, fracture, tumor, or trauma etc ,with any other 

systemic co-morbidities, age less than 40 and more 

than 60 and with any mental retardation.Informed 

consent was obtained. The study included 40 subjects 

with knee osteoarthritis fulfilling the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria. 

 

 In conventional physical therapy   isomeric exercises 

of knee mainly Quadriceps and other exercises were 

used. Therapeutic Ultrasound for the tender point 

around the knee joint and isometric exercises of 

quadriceps in both groups was applied 5 times in a 

week for time period of 6 weeks. Duration of each 

session was 35 minutes. Ultrasound therapy as per the 

patient’s requirement with an intensity of 1.5 
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watts/cm2 for 5 minutes in continuous mode at the 

tender point around the knee join used for 15 min help 

to relieve pain and swelling. Isometric exercise might 

be the most appropriate and easy to understand by the 

patients and can be easily and safely performed for 15 

min. SWD was used for 15 min help to relieve pain 

and swellingFurther, Lateral wedge was applied in 

Experimental group throughout the week in day 

time.the focus was to provide of basic level of PT to 

maintain the patient’s current activity level and quality 

of life with the help of conventional physical therapy. 

Demographic data i.e age, gender, BMI and base lines 

of patient were taken at zero visits. Koos knee survey 

was used to assess the pain and quality of life. 

According to KOOS scoring  100 points indicate 

perfect condition while  worst condition indicated by 

0The results of study were presented as frequency, 

percentages, mean±SD and p-value.The intervention 

period for each patient was 6 weeks and data was 

collected on 1st day and at the end of every 2nd week. 

For between groups, cross-sectional comparison, 

Independent sample t-test was used and for within the 

groups repeated measures ANOVA was used. The p 

value was taken as Significant <0.05. 

 

RESULTS: 

TABLE NO.3 -QOF -LACK OF CONFIDENCE 

Descriptive Statistics between the group 

 
Groups Mean Std.  

Deviation 

P -value 

QoF lack of confidence 

[0 week] 

Group A 3.45 .759 0.00 

Group B 3.90 .308 

QoF lack of confidence  

[After 2nd week] 

Group A 2.55 .605 0.00 

Group B 3.65 .489 

QoF lack of confidence  

[After 4th week] 

Group A 1.95 .394 0.00 

Group B 3.00 .000 

QoF lack of confidence  

[After 6th week] 

Group A 1.20 .616 0.00 

Group B 2.90 .308 

 

Statistical analysis shows that between the two group 

experimental group shows more improvement then the 

control one as the p value = <0.05. Which is further 

justified by the mean score of the question being asked 

from all patients about the QoF lack of confidence. 

Mean score of symptom of QoF lack of confidence 

during zero week of experimental group was 3.55± 

.510while the score amongst the control group was 

4.00± 0.00. After application of lateral wedges along 

with other rehabilitation protocols mean score after 2nd 

week was 2.75 ± 0.63 while the mean score of control 

group was 3.55 ± 0.50.  After 4th week the QoF lack of 

confidence score was recorded in experimental group 

was 1.95 ± 0.68 while control group score was 3.50 ± 

0.51. After the 6th week or last week the mean score 

was 1.10 ± 0.57 of experimental and 3.00± 0.000 of 

control group. It clearly elaborates that lateral wedges 

reduced the score of theQoF lack of confidence more 

significantly then the normal physical therapy 

interventions. [Low score means perfect condition] 

 

TABLE NO. 4 QOF DIFFICULTY WITH KNEE 

Descriptive Statistics between the group 

 Groups Mean Std. Deviation P -value 

QoF difficulty with knee  

[0 week] 

Group A 3.60 .598 0.00 

Group B 3.90 .308 

QoF difficulty with knee  

[After 2nd week] 

Group A 2.50 .607 0.00 

Group B 3.65 .489 

QoF difficulty with knee  

[After 4th week] 

Group A 1.90 .641 0.00 

Group B 3.15 .366 

QoF difficulty with knee 

[After 6th week] 

Group A 1.05 .605 0.00 

Group B 2.60 .503 
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Statistical analysis shows that between the two group 

experimental group shows more improvement then the 

control one as the p value = <0.05. Which is further 

justified by the mean score of the question being asked 

from all patients about the QoF difficulty with knee? 

Mean score of QoF difficulty with knee during zero 

week of experimental group was 3.60± .598while the 

score amongst the control group was 3.90± 0.30. After 

application of lateral wedges along with other 

rehabilitation protocols mean score after 2nd week was 

2.50 ± 0.60 while the mean score of control group was 

3.65 ± 0.50.  After 4th week the symptom of swelling 

score was recorded in experimental group was 1.90 ± 

0.64 while control group score was 3.15 ± 0.33. After the 

6th week or last week the mean score was 1.05 ± 0.60 of 

experimental and 2.60± 0.50 of control group ,it 

elaborates that lateral wedges reduced score of QoF 

difficulty with knee significantly then the normal 

physical therapy interventions used 

 

GRAPH NO.1 SPORTS AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES  

 
TABLE NO. 5REPEATED MEASURE ANOVA OF TOTAL SYMPTOM 

 

 

TABLE 6 REPEATED MEASURE ANOVA OFQOF DIFFICULTY WITH KNEE 

 

According to the table above experimental group shows significant improvement then control group suggested by 

mean score improvement and P value <0.05According to the table above experimental group shows significant 

improvement then control group suggested by mean score improvement and P value <0.05 
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REPEATED MEASURE ANOVA Experimental group [N=20] Control group [N=20] 

Mean SD p-value Mean SD p-value 

TOTAL SYMPTOM 

At zero week 10.9 10.29 0.00 2.3 2.2 0.00 

 After 2 weeks 31.4 10.17 0.00 18 10.02 0.00 

After 4 weeks 47.8 11.44 18 10.02 

At 6TH  week 65.8 11.27 26 1.77 

           KNEE FUNCTIONING  Experimental group[n=20] Control group [n=20] 

Mean SD p-value Mean SD p-value 

QoF difficulty with knee 

At zero week 3.60 .598 0.00 3.90 .308 0.00 

After 2 weeks 2.50 .607 3.65 .489 

After 4 weeks 1.90 .641 3.15 .366 

At 6TH  week 1.05 .605 2.60 .503 
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According to the table above experimental group 

shows significant improvement then control group 

suggested by mean score improvement and P value <0. 

DISCUSSION: 

Knee taping includes the use of glue inflexible 

strapping tape to the patella and additionally related 

delicate tissue structures. It may be normal that the 

torment mitigating impacts of tape are kept to when 

the tape is worn, one review found that advantages 

were as yet present 3 weeks taking after tape 

removal[[13] 

 

This study brings about a lessening in medial 

compartment stack.[14]. The two most regular 

traditional treatment for patient with OA are utilizing 

different sorts of knee support and lateral wedge 

insoles, which have been utilized to lessen knee 

torment or pain, to enhance the arrangement and to 

build the knee joint scope of movement [ROM] when 

walking. The fundamental reason for pain in medial 

compartment might be its disintegration that builds 

load and subsequently pain. For its cure, a  parallel 

wedge insole that disseminates the load along the 

lateral side, decreasing  it from medial compartment 

that lessens pain [15].There is some confirmation that 

physiotherapy in blend with other administration 

systems, for example, weight reduction and regard for 

mental components may give more huge results than 

any of these in isolation An individual way to deal with 

patient administration is expected to figure out which 

medicines are most proper for every patient. 

Biomechanical thinks about demonstrate that parallel 

wedges lessen the adduction minute amid strolling by 

4–12% contrasted and unshod or shoes alone in 

average knee OA. This thus brings about a decrease in 

average compartment load[16].  

 

Statistical analysis in experimental group shows more 

improvement then the control one as the p value = 

<0.05, Which justified by Mean total symptom score 

during zero week of experimental group was 10.95 ± 

10.29 while the score amongst the control group was 

2.35 ± 2.27, after application of lateral wedges with  

rehabilitation protocols mean score after 2nd week 

was 31.45 ± 10.14 while the mean score of control 

group was  10.02 ± 5.97.  After 4th week the symptom 

score was recorded in experimental group was 47.00 ± 

11.4 while control group score was 18.00 ± 10.02. 

After the 6th week or last week the mean score was 

65.85 ± 11.5 of experimental and 26.0 ± 1.775 of 

control group.  This elaborates that lateral wedges 

reduces the symptoms more significantly then the 

normal physical therapy interventions. 

 

Studies by Kristin Baker with double blinding to 

detect effects of intervention with 50 years participants 

Kristin had medial joint space narrowing and scores 

indicating moderate pain for 2 of the 5 items on the 

Western Ontario and McMaster Universities 

Osteoarthritis Index [WOMAC] pain scale. The 

subjects had received Lateral wedge of 5 0or with 

neutral insole for6 weeks. The knee pain was 

measured byNumeric Pain Rating Scale and Functions 

of knee with WOMAC .Knee was reduced more in 

experimental group than other. Another study of  Toda 

et al reportGC Campos conclude that   decrease in pain 

among patients who used a lateral-wedge insole in non 

randomized study.[17] 

 

These results of insole Wedges also correlated with a 

lateral shift in the location of the COP during stance 

phase. With respect to the OApatients who had an 

increase in the knee joint Varus moment with insole 

Wedges suggests that the indication and limitations of 

laterally wedged insoles in general should be analyzed 

in more detail, possibly leading to new guidelines for 

the use of such wedged insoles. 

 

In studies by Gustavo Constantino de Campos 

prospectively enrolled 58 patients with medial knee 

osteoarthritis, used a lateral wedge insole. All the 

patients were instructed to use the insole for five to ten 

hours per day. The outcome tool was Visual Analogue 

Scale and WOMAC [18] and the Lequesne 

questionnaire were applied at baseline and at weeks 2, 

8 and 24. At weeks 8 and 24, both groups showed 

lower scores for WOMAC [P = 0.023 and P = 0.012 

respectively]. Pain was significantly reduced in both 

the group.[19] In  our study mean age of all patients 

were 55.05 ± 6.7 years while  sensation of pain at knee 

joint due to osteoarthritis were reduced as suggested 

by pain score of KOOS questionnaire used an 

assessment tool. As in zero week within experimental 

group the total pain score mean was 79.9 ± 2.2 while 

on final session the total pain score mean was 91.4 ± 

4.2 as discussed  earlier that 100 shows perfect 

condition while 0 means worst condition further 

suggested by P value =0.01. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

As the result of the study suggested that the within 

experimental group the knee osteoarthritis condition 

was significantly improved. Meanwhile the total pain 

score was significantly improved quality of life was 

enhanced patients activity level, become easy for the 

patients and sports and functional abilities were 

reinforced in patients utilizing lateral wedges which 
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manage the excessive knee joint load in osteoarthritis 

patients. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

In Pakistan biomechanical analytical equipments are 

not easily available. This intervention can avoid the 

need of expensive surgery as it is less cost effective 

and more accurate. It does not require any bed rest or 

expensive antibioticsdrugs that may lead to liver and 

kidney damage.So such interventions should be used 

which as an easy method. 

 

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY: 

 

This study was carried out on small sample as well in 

specific population .Such intervention should be used 

so that conservative interventions can be used for 

improving in health and betterment of the subjects 

with Degenerative diseases  
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